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ion vs gas interactions in the mobility cell

• ion tumbling through the 
mobility cell transfers its 
momentum to gas molecules

• gas molecules interact with 
every molecular ion’s atom 
with van der Waals and 
charge-dipole interactions
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repulsion attraction
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r
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ion vs gas interactions in the mobility cell

charge-dipole: an ion’s atom of charge 
q induces a dipole in gas atoms

van der Waals: Typically modelled 
as a 12-6 Lennard-Jones

Up(r) = −
αq2

2r4

polarizability α.  He < N2 < CO2
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relating ion mobility and CCS
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orientationally averaged collision integral

Mason-Schamp 
equation

«zero field» equation, i. e. valid only when electric field is low



Monte Carlo methods
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Example: estimating π

- draw a 1 x 1 square
- inscribe a quarter of circle. Radius 

equal to  1, thus area equal to 
π
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- select n random positions in the 
square

- count how many hit (h) and how 
many miss the surface

π = 4 ∗ lim
𝑛→∞

ℎ

𝑛

class of numerical methods exploiting random sampling



Monte Carlo methods:

simulating temperature

Example: simulated annealing

• method to find the maximum of 
a function f(x)

• start at a random position x0

• pick a random neighbor x1

• if f(x1) >= f(x0), move to x1

• if(x1) < f(x0), move to x1

if: e−(f xn −f(xn+1)/T) >
rand(0,1)

• Temperature T decreases at 
every step
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Generating random numbers

● true random number generators exploit «noisy» natural phenomena 
(atmospheric noise, radioactive decays, ...). Very slow, require 
specialized hardware. Used in lotteries, cryptography, ...

● For modelling and simulation: pseudo-random number generators

– algorithm returning deterministic random sequences of numbers

– Require a starting point (aka seed). Same seed, same sequence.

– common example: Mersenne Twister. Period: 219937 − 1
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A good random sampling needs a good random number generator



Projection Approximation (PA)
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Calculate the structure’s projected
area of multiple orientations

Ω = average projected area

E. Mack, JACS (1925), 47(10):2468–2482



PA: calculation of projected area

● project atoms as circles on a surface, 

with radii equal to known atoms + gas 

van der Waals radii

● surround resulting shape with a 

rectangle of area

● “bombard surface with probes”: select 

a series of random positions on the 

rectangle. Count how many hit and 

how many miss the surface (Monte 

Carlo method)
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Ω1

...

Ω2 Ω3 Ω4 Ω k

repeat on multiple orientations, usually randomly chosen

return Ω

PA: averaging multiple orientations
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PA: halting conditions
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● max number of steps

– enough to guarantee convergence (usually several thousands)

– convergence affected by molecule size and simmetry 

– steps = #probes_per_rotation * #rotations

● a convergence criterion can 
sometimes be set. Possible 
approaches:

– convergence of single 
calculation

– run multiple parallel instances, 
halt when standard deviation 
gets below a threshold



J.L.P. Benesch and B.T. Ruotolo, Curr Op Str Biol (2011), 21:641–649

• fastest CCS calculation method  
(max few seconds)

• approximations: collision gas is a 
hard sphere, no multiple collisions, 
no long-range interactions, no 
explicit temperature dependence

• underestimates CCS

• underestimation is predictable in 
the case of folded proteins (in He):   
Ωexp ≈ ΩPA*1.14

PA: performance
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Projected Superposition Approximation (PSA)

13C.Bleiholder et al., Int J Mass Spectrom (2011), 308:1–10

• like PA, bombard with probes a
collection of 2D projections

• atoms are not hard spheres. Probe at
position x hits an atom j depending
on a temperature-dependent
probability function pj(T,x).

• .



The more a shape is concave, the more multiple collisions are likely

PSA: shape factor
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• the orientationally averaged projection
and collision integral are equal only in
convex shapes

• account for molecule convexity scaling
the Ω𝑃𝑆𝐴 by a molecule-dependent
shape factor ρ

• ρ calculated with molecule surface Amol

and surface of its convex envelope Ace



Exact Hard Sphere Scattering (EHSS)

15A.A.Shvartsburg and M.F.Jarrold, Chem Phys Lett (1996), 261:86–91

• probes as hard spheres. No
long range interactions.

• CCS obtained by calculating
the momentum transfer

• momentum transfer requires 
calculation of scattering 
angles χ

χ3

χ2

χ1

χ4
χ5



EHSS: CCS using momentum transfer
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average over all ion 
rotations

momentum transfer

Scattering angles identified by ray tracing: 
identifies multiple bounces.



Trajectory Method (TM)
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• like EHSS, calculates the
momentum transfer of probes
bombarding the molecule from
all direction

• Estimates scattering angle by
explicitely calculating the
trajectory of every gas molecule

• most accurate representation,
but very slow

Mesleh et al., J Phys Chem (1996), 100(40):1855–1863

accounts explicitely for multiple collisions, long-range interactions, 
and temperature effects



average over all 
impact velocities

momentum transfer

TM: CCS via momentum transfer, 

upgraded
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average over all ion 
rotations

Monte Carlo:                       
gas random direction with 
random velocity against a 
random ion orientation

g = gas vs ion relative velocity. Equation valid if velocity(ion) << velocity(gas)



TM: interactions gas – molecular ion

U(r) = σ𝑖
𝑛 4ε

σ
r𝑖
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σ
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van der Waals charge-dipole

• gas ions interact will all atoms in the molecular ion
• interactions are described by an energy potential

• the potential generates a force 
affecting gas atoms velocity

r
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• a gas trajectory is decomposed in small uniform steps
• step size smaller than fastest phenomenon to be studied

• test: every step must conserve the total energy U + Τ1 2mv
2

step too long

step small enough

long step when gas is 
far from ion, short one 
step when close

TM: a gas molecule trajectory, step by step
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● Every method depends on some parameters:

– PA and EHSS: van der Waals radii of atoms and gas molecule 

(treat polyatomic gases as a single sphrere)

– PSA: hard-sphere cutoff, and shape of temperature dependent 

probability function

– TM: ε and σ of Lennard-Jones potential, for every atom and 

gas molecule

● Parameters calculated for small molecules (e.g. silicium clusters, 

carbon balls) and extended to all atoms
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Methods parameterization



CCS using electron densities: SEDI

Atoms are not exact spheres: electron distribution depends on atoms’ 

covalent bonding
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● calculate electron distribution of 
studied molecule using 
quantomechanical (QM) 
calculations

● create bead model of resulting 
density, and calculate its CCS

● accurate representation of the 
molecule, but slow

Y. Alexeev et al., J Phys Chem A (2014), 118:6763-6772



CCS using electron densities: EM∩IM

26M.T. Degiacomi and J.L.P. Benesch, Analyst (2016), 141:70-75 

Electron microscopy can provide electron density information 
for large molecules (e.g. proteins)

● Creation of bead model requires 
knowledge of molecule mass and 
density map resolution

● CCS = ΩPA*1.14

● Works best with higher 
resolution maps. Predict 
experimental CCS with error <8%



Software Summary
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Software Method + -

MOBCAL TM, EHSS, PA
Only implementation of 
TM and EHSS

TM silently fails. Parameters 
set at compile time. Can’t 
read PDB format.

CollisionCode TM, EHSS, PA
GUI for MOBCAL, also 
reading PDB format. No 
recompilation needed.

Currently, only Helium. No 
OSX.

Sigma PA
T-dependent atomic cross 
sections.

Slow, for a PA. Segfaults.

CCSCalc PA
Fast. Has a GUI. Runs on 
Windows.

Poor batch processing. 
Problematic error estimate.
Only runs on Windows

Impact PA

Super fast. Good for large 
sets of large structures. 
Good error 
estimate. Runs on 
OSX, UNIX/Linux, 
Windows

No GUI



Methods Summary
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Method Software + -

TM MOBCAL
Most advanced physics. 
Best for small molecules.

Super slow

EHSS MOBCAL
Good matching with TM, 
faster

Slow

PSA
contact Bowers 
group

Good for complex shapes
Slow, will fail for certain 
shapes

PA
MOBCAL, SIGMA, 
CCSCalc, Impact

Very fast. Surprisingly 
accurate for folded 
proteins. Can deal with
very large molecules.

Needs correction for 
absolute CCS. Not as 
good for unfolded or 
small molecules.
T-invariant*.



Different conformations can have 

different CCS
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• the structure(s) you calculate CCS of must be representative 
of the molecule’s conformation in the mobility cell

• ideally, use multiple representative structures

CCS: 2658 Å2CCS: 2946 Å2 

10%



Exploring conformational spaces: 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations
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atoms : charged spheres



atoms : charged spheres connected with springs representing 
covalent bonds

Exploring conformational spaces: 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations
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Newton’s II 
law of motion

Time: usually 
1-2fs

atoms : charged spheres connected with springs representing 
covalent bonds

Exploring conformational spaces: 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations
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MD: non-bonded interactions

UVdW(r)=4ε
σ
R

12
−

σ
R

6

12-6 Lennard-Jones

(other: Morse, Buckingham,…)
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Ucoulomb(r)=
1

4𝜋𝜀0𝜀𝑟

𝑞1𝑞2

𝑟

repulsion attraction

Distance cutoff: exclude
atoms being far away
(usually F → 0 when r>12Å)

cutoff

U = Unon-bonded + Ubonded



MD: bonded interactions
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LIMITATIONS:

- connectivity (aka 
topology) cannot 
change

- harmonic potential
approximates
conditions next to 
equilibrium

Ubond(r)=k1(r-r0)2

Uangle(a)=k2(θ- θ0) 2

Udih.(d)=σ𝑛 𝑘3 1 + cos(𝑛φ − φ0)

sometimes also Uimproper , UUrey-Bradley, …

U = Unon-bonded + Ubonded



Exploring conformational spaces: 

Quantum Mechanical calculations

● Suitable for small molecules

● atoms treated as nuclei surrounded by electron clouds

● molecule conformations obtained finding solutions to 
the Schrödinger equation
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● only possible to solve analytically for H and He, numerical 
approximations are used: 

– ab-initio: directly derived from quantum mechanics equations

– semi-empirical and empirical: include parameters from 
experimental data



Timescales in biochemistry
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MD

QM



Sizes in biochemistry 
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MD

QM


